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Thayer Munford

6.7

OFFENSIVE TACKLE, OHIO STATE
HEIGHT: 6052
DOB: 9/18/1999

WEIGHT: 315
CLASS: SENIOR

PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

7

PLAY STRENGTH

4

TRAITS

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

6

AGGRESSIVENESS

6

6

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

6

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

6

MOBILITY

7

STRENGTHS: Thayer Munford’s biggest strength is his reactive athleticism. He is very agile for his height and length.
He shows very good pass blocking technique. He can work down a vertical line on his kick steps to not give up inside
leverage. Munford displayed a refined hand fighting repertoire of his own to use against rushers. He showed the ability to use single and double hand punches to keep his balance while maintaining block leverage. His foot speed allows
him to expand the edge while driving speed rushers past the depth of the quarterback. On his quick set, Munford
shows the foot motor to mirror defenders laterally on the LOS. He uses his arm length and a knee bender’s low center
of gravity to combat bull rushes. Munford’s mobility when blocking in space is impressive. He has the get off and spatial awareness to reach strong side linebackers when zone blocking from the backside. When in-line blocking, Munford showed the aggressiveness to push back edge defenders to crease gaps for ball carriers. His instincts are very
good as well. He displayed the ability to shift down the line when his initial man dropped into coverage. He showed
good chemistry with his interior line to take over his teammate’s man so he could work down the overloaded side.
WEAKNESSES: Munford’s biggest weakness is his power when run blocking in-line defenders. He has a good get off and
uses proper leverage but is missing the initial hand punch to establish a new LOS. He also has a tendency to lose his hand
placement when facing stronger defensive linemen. Stronger players that can get lower than him in run blocking have a tendency to stuff him at the LOS. He can typically open the hole still or maintain his block but can’t provide the necessary movement to
dominate the battle consistently. Munford can struggle against strong bull rushes as well. When pass rushers turn speed to power Munford can get caught too high to counter back. He is missing the solid anchor strength to stop power rushes in their tracks.
He can give up some pocket integrity on the edge by getting pushed back a little but overall can maintain his block.
SCHEME: Munford started 27 games at left tackle for Ohio State. They primarily ran zone blocking run schemes and
used Munford’s mobility to get to the second level often. He primarily used long pass sets with a variety of kick step
techniques. They utilized quick sets and slides in the play action game.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Ohio State’s scheme didn’t call for him to pull very often or get outside on screens.
He has the athleticism to be very effective in this part of an offense, but can he effectively stay square with quicker
defenders outside the tackle box?

SUMMARY: Thayer Munford is an athletic lineman who has the agility to excel in a zone blocking
scheme as well as set the edge in pass protection. He projects as a day one starter at left tackle.

— Britton Mann
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Chris Olave

6.6

WIDE RECEIVER, OHIO STATE
HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: 6/27/2000

WEIGHT: 188
CLASS: JUNIOR

PRIMARY

HANDS

5

ROUTE RUNNING

6

TRAITS

RUN AFTER CATCH

SECONDARY

PLAY SPEED

7

BALL TRACKING

6

5

BALL SKILLS

6

5

BLOCKING

5

TRAITS

RELEASE

STRENGTHS: Olave shows very good acceleration off the line of scrimmage to eat up the DBs cushion against off coverage, forcing them to open their hips quickly to turn and run. Against press coverage, he varies the speed of his release
to keep DBs off-balance and has active hands to get weaker defenders’ hands off him. On vertical routes attacks leverage and gets back on the redline once he passes the defender, and has the long speed to win deep. Has nice burst out
of his cuts on posts to create separation down field, and has an impressive second gear on drag routes to break away
from DBs. When running curls, keeps his shoulders down to help sell the go route and works back to the QB after the
break. Uses a nice head fake and rocker step to create some separation on digs and outs. Olave is also solid at throttling
in the windows against zone coverage. When the ball is in the air, he tracks and adjusts to it well, and has impressive
body control to drag his feet and secure the catch near the sideline. After the catch, displays good vision, acceleration,
and contact balance to find lanes, get up the field quickly, and stay upright through arm tackles. Uses efficient angles
when run blocking to position himself between the ball carrier and defender and create rushing lanes.
WEAKNESSES: Against press coverage, Olave lacks some foot quickness to win with his feet and doesn’t have the play
strength to avoid getting rerouted by stronger DBs. Has habit of fully extending to get hands off him in the five-yard window,
making him susceptible to offensive pass interference calls. On ins and outs has adequate change of direction, rounding
cuts and drifts, allowing DBs to undercut the route and make interceptions. Doesn’t show comprehensive knowledge of
scramble drill rules, often running in opposite direction of QB, or going deep when he should be working his way back.
Struggles to catch balls above his head, and when his vision is obscured, often bobbling or double catching those throws.
After the catch, he lacks the quickness and agility to make defenders miss and goes down on first contact. When run blocking, he isn’t physical at the point of attack, shows wide hand placement and isn’t strong enough to get a push against DBs.
SCHEME: Olave lined up out wide and in the slot and was primarily used as a deep threat on go and post routes
with a lot of curls for a change of pace. His role did expand this past season as he became Ohio State’s top target
and was given more targets in the short to intermediate areas. He has some experience playing special teams and
could contribute there as a gunner at the next level.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can he improve his pass blocking technique? Though he was not often tasked with
pass blocking in college, it will be a required skill in the NFL.

SUMMARY: Etienne is a speedy running back with receiving upside who operates best in space and
can struggle with vision between the tackles and as a pass blocker. He projects to fit in either a gapheavy or outside zone scheme and will be a valuable receiving option on third down.
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— Matt Holder

J osh Jobe

6.4

CORNERBACK, ALABAMA
HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: 4/9/1998

WEIGHT: 192
CLASS: JUNIOR

PRIMARY

MAN COVERAGE

PRESS

6
6

ZONE COVERAGE

TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED/AGILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5

PLAY STRENGTH

6

BALL SKILLS

4

6

TACKLING

6

STRENGTHS: Josh Jobe is a fantastically put together defensive back who more resembles a strong safety on the hoof. His
very physical play comes as a result of his build and he shows very good play strength in press coverage, as a tackler, or defeating blocks. Excellent step frequency allows him to mirror receivers in press and cycle back towards the line of scrimmage in
off coverage. He effortlessly stays on the upfield shoulder of receivers when turning to run in press coverage and uses a variety
of press man techniques (true press, soft shoe, bail, quick jam) to play the chess match at the line of scrimmage. He has the
explosive traits required to develop into a starter early in his career. A willing tackler who demonstrates great technique tracking
ball carriers in the open field. Jobe almost always initiates contact at the shoulders, wraps up and drives his feet to finish the
tackle. When his receiver was targeted, Jobe showed consistent technique to disrupt the catch point, punching up through the
receivers hands and raking down.
WEAKNESSES: Jobe’s play wasn’t as consistent when playing in off-man or zone coverages. At times he would be a tick
slow processing the route combinations as they would develop, which led to him being in less than optimal position to make a
play on the ball. Even though his transitions from off coverage are crisp, the angle that he takes on plays can be head scratching. He preferred to stay on the upfield shoulder of receivers and left many opportunities to undercut routes on the table. He can
be too aggressive dismantling blockers and allow the ball carrier to run by him. His lack of interception production is a concern
and seems as though he is content to play the man and rarely locates the ball in the air.
SCHEME: Jobe started on the defensive right side as an outside cornerback for the Crimson Tide defense. He was asked to
play several varieties of press man coverage along with zone-match and man-match coverages from an off alignment. Jobe was
used as a blitzer often and could be relied upon to hold up in the box as a primary run support player despite playing CB.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can he locate the football in the air? Is he simply a pass breakup king or can he generate
turnovers?

SUMMARY: Josh Jobe is a prototypical press man cornerback with explosive traits and play strength to
handle those duties at the next level. He will fit in quickly as an outside cornerback in a man heavy NFL
scheme.
— B.D. Williams
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Charlie Kolar

TIGHT END, IOWA STATE
HEIGHT: 6060
DOB: 2/10/1999

WEIGHT: 262
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR

PRIMARY

HANDS

7

BLOCKING

4

SECONDARY

ROUTE RUNNING

5

RUN AFTER CATCH

6.4

TRAITS

ATHLETICISM

5

INSTINCTS

7

6

PLAY STRENGTH

5

TRAITS

5

BALL SKILLS

STRENGTHS: Charlie Kolar is a very sure-handed player with a solid catch radius who can be relied on to make catches
in critical situations. He has the strong hands and adequate body control necessary to pull down contested catches. Kolar is a
very clever route runner who is adept at finding holes in the zone or selling run fakes to get open on play action. He finds open
spaces to create passing windows in scramble situations. He runs his routes with precision and shows efficient footwork on his
hard cuts. Kolar brings adequate mismatch ability to an offense. He has decent long speed to run away from slower linebackers, and knows when to put smaller defenders on his back to box them out with good body positioning. Downfield, Kolar
shows good ball tracking ability to locate and the body control to adjust to throws that are slightly off target. After the catch, he
shows desire and ruggedness to muscle ahead or additional yardage. As a run blocker, he can show some good initial pop
and hand placement on his punch. He is a high motor football player who will play through the whistle.
WEAKNESSES: Kolar’s blocking, aside from his initial punch, holds him back from being a complete tight end. Defensive ends can shed his run block attempts with relative ease due to his lack of length. Additionally, his tendency to
keep his base too narrow makes it hard for him to sustain blocks, as he can lose balance easily. On downfield blocks,
he takes poor angles and doesn’t show the ability to stay square to defenders, often whiffing entirely. He’s had limited
pass blocking reps, but is not stout and fails to sustain in such situations. Kolar also struggles to separate consistently
due to a lack of burst in and out of his breaks and merely adequate athleticism. In red zone situations, he doesn’t have
the leaping ability to go up and high point the ball over defenders. He is also not a serious run after catch threat.
While he transitions from receiver to ball carrier seamlessly, he does not show elusiveness to make defenders miss.
SCHEME: Kolar ability to play in the slot, out wide, in the hip position, and in-line gave Iowa State additional flexibility to run a plethora of 12 and 13 personnel looks out of shotgun. He was used in motion frequently and was occasionally relied on at the option receiver on RPOs. Kolar was trusted with an extensive route tree, and was occasionally
taken off the field in obvious run situations. He accrued special teams experience early in his collegiate career, but
doesn’t profile to be an NFL special teamer.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Kolar improve as a blocker enough to see the field in the NFL? He will immediately be able to step in and provide a reliable set of hands, but will need to prove that he isn’t a blocking liability to do so.

SUMMARY: Charlie Kolar is a crafty tight end with great hands and good ball skills who lacks
speed and must improve as a blocker. He profiles best as an H tight end in a spread offense that
allows him to work over the middle of the field.
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— Cyril Penn

P eyton Hendershot
TIGHT END, INDIANA

HEIGHT: 6040
DOB: 4/23/1999
PRIMARY

HANDS

ROUTE RUNNING

+

6

6

BLOCKING

WEIGHT: 250
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR
TRAITS

3

ATHLETICISM

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN AFTER CATCH

4

6.3

BALL SKILLS

5

INSTINCTS

4

7

PLAY STRENGTH

4

STRENGTHS: Peyton Hendershot is a big-bodied receiving threat at the Y position. He is an effortless catcher of the
football, displaying a large catch radius with great ball skills and sure hands to control passes that get to him at every
angle. Makes tough adjustments to haul in passes look routine. Hendershot is a smooth athlete who is at his best in
short areas and uses his lateral agility to create space for himself as a route runner. Shows route running chops with
clear skill level in this area. Uses a variety of breaks and techniques to create space. He will vary his stem by either
using a power-skip or running up defender’s toes. At top of route he has great footwork to snap his route off with
little wasted movement. A rocker step, speed release, and basketball post up are all in his arsenal. He gets his head
around quickly so even if he’s covered he has a chance to make the catch. His size and ball skills make him a mismatch when lined up against safeties. His route running makes him challenging for linebackers to cover.
WEAKNESSES: Blocking is a problem area that could prevent him from becoming a viable tight end to have on the
field. He is a liability in almost every in-line blocking scheme except for on the backside of zone runs. Not nearly as
physical as he should be and unwilling to get in the way and give himself up, Hendershot does not finish blocks with
regularity. He showed a disappointing effort in 2020 as a run blocker, looking disinterested and hesitant. When he
does want to block he has inconsistent technique, either lunging and loses balance or up too high and failing to get
any push. Hendershot is not the most sudden athlete at tight end with the ball in his hands and won’t get too many
yards after catch unless he has a clear runway.
SCHEME: He lined up everywhere in Indiana’s offense including plenty of time flexed out wide and in the slot. He
was a main cog in the Indiana passing attack and ran the entire route tree with a clear plan of how to attack defenders and get open.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: With a domestic violence arrest prior to the 2020 season, his character and maturity
will be under scrutiny. His lack of interest blocking is concerning.

SUMMARY: Peyton Hendershot is a pass catching tight end who wins with route running precision and
excellent ball skills. He doesn’t project to provide much upside as a blocker early in his career. He fits
best as a No. 2 tight end in a vertical passing attack who will be asked to catch first and block second.
— B.D. Williams
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J ake Ferguson

TIGHT END, WISCONSIN
HEIGHT: 6050
DOB: 1/18/1999

WEIGHT: 246
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR

PRIMARY

HANDS

ROUTE RUNNING

6
6

BLOCKING

TRAITS

4

ATHLETICISM

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN AFTER CATCH

4

6.2

BALL SKILLS

5

INSTINCTS

4

6

PLAY STRENGTH

5

STRENGTHS: From a two- or three-point stance, Ferguson has a good release against press coverage with solid foot
quickness. He shows multiple moves like a shoulder dip, club, or swim to avoid and fight through contact at line of scrimmage and/or within the five-yard window. Against off or press looks attacks leverage to give himself a two-way go. On
play action, Ferguson sells the run well before leaking out into a route to help create separation. Excels at creating separation on 90-degree routes with good change of direction and explosion for a TE, and physicality by using a chicken wing
move. This allows him to win on double moves later in games because defenders have to play more aggressive to honor his
change of direction skills. Can catch just about anything and has physical toughness to bring the ball in through contact. As
a run blocker, he has solid agility to get in front or in the way of defensive linemen on backside cutoffs. Can generate push
against smaller linebackers and defensive backs on base blocks, and consistent effort is certainly present. On double teams
and scoop blocks, he’s more physical at the point of attack and can create movement with offensive lineman’s help.
WEAKNESSES: On pass and run plays, Ferguson is consistently late off the snap, and doesn’t have the acceleration off
the line to threaten defenders vertically as a receiver. He’s not fast enough to beat linebackers on deep or drag routes,
and struggles to read coverages by not snapping his head around or sitting when in a hole against zone. After the catch,
he lacks the athleticism to make defenders miss and runs too high to win with power. On base and wham blocks Ferguson is passive at the point of attack and has high pad level. His late get off leads to him getting displaced by defensive
linemen and physical linebackers. When working up to the second level or blocking on the perimeter, he takes too steep
of an angle and has tunnel vision, often missing defenders who run by and make the play. On all blocks, he struggles to
stay engaged because he stops his feet and has adequate core strength to stay upright when strong defenders shed.
SCHEME: Ferguson primarily lined up as an in-line tight end with some snaps at slot receiver. Wisconsin asked him
to run a lot of 90-degree or more routes in the short to intermediate range, and they had him execute several different
types of blocks; base, wham, double/scoop, etc. The Madison native is a sure-handed receiving tight end and can
be a chain mover on intermediate routes. He has limited experience on special teams and likely wouldn’t be effective
there, given his lack of speed and aggressiveness.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can NFL teams hide him on the backside of runs? Ferguson will be an effective receiver at the next level, but his blocking is going to be an issue. Offenses will have to find ways to either give him help
or get creative and use him as a decoy blocker.

SUMMARY: Jake Ferguson is a receiving tight end who excels at fighting through contact, can create
separation on 90-degree routes and has great hands but struggles as a one-on-one run blocker. He’ll be
best in a system that uses him on sharp intermediate routes and the backside of zone runs.
10
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— Matt Holder

V entrell Miller
LINEBACKER, FLORIDA

HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: 1/15/1999

WEIGHT: 230
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

+

4
6

TACKLING

TRAITS

6

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

6.2

4

PURSUIT

6

PASS COVERAGE

6

6

BLOCK SHEDDING

5

STRENGTHS: Ventrell Miller is a stout linebacker with very good upper body strength. His strength is apparent on tape; he’s
shown the power to defeat blocks with sheer force or throw weaker offensive linemen to the turf. Miller shows good play speed
in multiple facets. He can get sideline-to-sideline quickly in backside pursuit, showing good closing speed in zone coverage
to break downhill on receivers, and has the ability to turn and run with tight ends, running backs and some receivers in man
coverage. While in coverage, he is physical with pass catchers and tries to knock them off their path. While scraping the front
side edge from his middle linebacker spot, Miller is patient, showing the ability to stay square to the near hip of the ball carrier.
He is an easy trash navigator with the agility and spatial awareness to shimmy around blockers in open space. As a tackler,
Miller’s arm strength shows, as he rarely loses grip of ball carriers when wrapping up. He can make splashy tackles and jarring
hits, operating as a bit of an interior enforcer. As a blitzer, Miller is very sly and productive due to his quick twitch acceleration,
deceptive timing, and ability to get low and win the leverage battle with offensive linemen. This season, Miller grew as a communicator, making more calls and showing good leadership skills on tape.
WEAKNESSES: Miller’s main issue lies with his inability to process his run reads with immediacy. He is a step slow to react
and make decisions at the start of the play, which can take him out of position and force him into lateral and chase tackle
situations. With fairly short arms for the position, Miller has trouble breaking free from long-armed blockers when he can’t simply
outmuscle him. While his hand accuracy to defeat blocks improved in 2020, he still struggled in that regard. One fairly large
issue is Miller’s lack of a consistent motor. His effort often wanes in back side pursuit and he will pick and choose when to give
maximum effort.
SCHEME: Miller primarily played as the Mike in Florida’s hybrid 3-4 defense, occasionally walking out to the apex in coverage or blitzing off the edge. He was tasked with covering running backs, tight ends, and occasionally slot receivers in man
coverage, and was used mainly as a hook/curl dropper in zone coverage. Miller accrued extensive special teams experience
early in his career on the kickoff, kick return, and punt return units.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Miller speed up his ability to process run concepts and react in a reasonable time? Can
he improve his motor? Additionally, how much has Miller grown off the field since being suspended for his freshman season.
Additionally, we don’t know how good of a leader Miller really is on the field. While on film he showed good communication
skills, his locker room leadership is unknown at this point.

SUMMARY: Ventrell Miller is a brawny inside linebacker with the speed and size to be a three down
linebacker, but he needs to first improve his ability to process his keys and react quickly. He can fit as a
Mike or Jack linebacker in a 3-4 and a Mike linebacker in a 4-3.
— Cyril Penn
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Jarrett Patterson

6.2

OFFENSIVE CENTER, NOTRE DAME
HEIGHT: 6044
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5
5

PLAY STRENGTH

WEIGHT: 305
CLASS: JUNIOR
TRAITS

4

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5

AGGRESSIVENESS

6

INSTINCTS

5

5

MOBILITY

6

STRENGTHS: Jarrett Patterson’s biggest strength is his mobility for a center. He displays very fluid hips, which allows
him to successfully perform reach blocks with some guard help. Notre Dame’s offense even used him on pulls for outside runs because of his lateral mobility. Patterson is good at blocking in space. He has the body control to block in the
open field. He excels in zone schemes because it allows him to gain momentum before attacking. Here, he can use his
athleticism and foot speed to generate push on defenders. Patterson has the play strength to move defenders on double
teams when angle blocking. He is very good at sealing down blocks when guards are being pulled. Patterson shows
effective hand placement when pass blocking. He has the foot speed and motor to carry defenders up field when beaten. He can mirror interior rushers on his quick sets. Patterson is a good athlete for a center and displays the necessary
quick twitch to be an effective agile center.
WEAKNESSES: Patterson’s biggest weakness is his play strength on head up linemen. He can struggle blocking 0
and 1-techniques alone in the run game. He uses good technique when blocking, but is lacking the initial play strength
and quickness at the snap to meet nose guards at the LOS. He needs a solid double team with the guard to get a real
push when angle blocking. After initiating contact, his foot churn and drive wanes against stronger, lower defenders.
Patterson is also missing the anchor strength to combat bull rushes. He can be pushed back 2-3 yards into the pocket
if he misplaces his hands and doesn’t sit down on the block. Patterson’s biggest weaknesses stem from his lack of play
strength for the position.
SCHEME: Patterson was the starting center in Notre Dame’s pro-style offense. They ran both angle and zone blocking
schemes. Patterson was often used as a pulling center in their offensive scheme. His agility and mobility allowed Notre
Dame to have a variety of blocking schemes in their offense.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Will Patterson be able to captain the middle of a defense as the lead communicator?
The offense looked to the sideline often for calls and Patterson merely made hot calls of his own when LBs lined up in
gaps. How will Patterson’s play strength stack up at the next level? Patterson somewhat struggled blocking strong defensive linemen alone in college. It’ll be critical for him to prove he can handle base blocks by himself.

SUMMARY: Patterson is a very mobile center who shows good flexibility but lacks the play strength to
dominate interior defensive linemen. He projects to excel as an interior lineman in a zone blocking scheme
that will allow him to gain momentum before initiating blocks.
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— Britton Mann

R eggie Roberson, Jr

6.2

WIDE RECEIVER, SMU

HEIGHT: 6000
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

HANDS

PLAY SPEED

4
7

ROUTE RUNNING

WEIGHT: 200
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

6

RUN AFTER CATCH

SECONDARY

TRAITS

BALL TRACKING

6

RELEASE

4

BALL SKILLS

5

5

BLOCKING

6

STRENGTHS: In the pass game, Reggie Roberson Jr. shows an extensive knowledge of the game. He runs mostly shorter
routes, but he has a deep route tree in his arsenal that he can use at any moment when called upon to do so. He is able to
create separation in multiple ways when facing man coverage. With his quick footwork, very good play speed, and ability to
get in and out of his breaks efficiently, he evolved into a reliable separator while with SMU. While in zone coverage, he knows
when to sit down in zones for his quarterback to find him while scanning the field. Roberson has excellent sideline awareness,
knowing where he is at all times and to get his feet in bounds to solidify the catch. Although he makes many catches with his
body, he possesses the natural hands to pluck balls out of the air. He has a large catch radius and is not afraid to work outside
the original framework of his body to make catches from inaccurate throws. In the run game, Roberson has occasionally been
used in end arounds and jet sweeps due to his break away speed. He is a solid blocker for his fellow running backs as he
holds his stalk blocks well.
WEAKNESSES: In the pass game, Roberson struggles to haul in contested catches. He does not have the strongest
hands, which leads to more drops than he should have. He does not come back through the ball on his routes and this
allows defenders to break up passes. He is not the most reliable at picking up many yards after contact. He lacks the
ability to break through defenders who properly wrap up ball carriers. When he is playing against press man coverage,
he has a difficult time freeing himself from corners who jam him at the line of scrimmage. He is not the most physical out
on the field and relies on his speed to create separation from defenders. Overall, Roberson has had horrible luck when it
comes to injuries. He has not played a full season at the collegiate level.
SCHEME: Roberson primarily lined up on the outside but slipped into the slot every so often in SMU’s RPO-heavy spread
offense. For the most part, he was assigned to run short, underneath routes such as slants, drags, outs, whips, and curls,
while occasionally breaking deep on routes such as gos, posts, and corners. With his deep knowledge of the game, he
can potentially add value to special teams units at the next level.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Will Roberson be able to stay healthy? With back-to-back ankle injuries suffered in
2018 and 2019 and a torn ACL against Memphis in 2020 his ability to truly compete at the next level may be hindered. Can he put on a little weight to become a primary target on the outside?

SUMMARY: Reggie Roberson Jr is a receiver with pure play speed and an extensive knowledge of
the game but struggles to gain many yards after the catch. He best fits as a slot receiver in a passheavy spread offense where he can primarily work underneath.

— Sháona Renczkowski
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Merlin Robertson
LINEBACKER, ARIZONA STATE
HEIGHT: 6020
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

4
5

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 250
CLASS: JUNIOR
TRAITS

7

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

6.2

7

PURSUIT

5

PASS COVERAGE

4

6

BLOCK SHEDDING

6

STRENGTHS: Against the run, Merlin Robertson is impressive at the point of attack with the use of hands and strength
to get extension and hold his ground against offensive linemen. He’s able to shed blocks and is a consistent tackler in his
gap, wrapping up with the strength to limit running back’s yards after contact. In pursuit, he displays good effort, proper
angles, breaks down when tackling in space one on one, and gets involved in gang tackles down the field. Against the
pass, Robertson is good at finding receivers coming into his area when playing zone and has a relentless motor to get
coverage sacks as a rusher. He’s a clutch player who makes plays like sacks or forced fumbles to help seal games, and
his best performance was in ASU’s bowl game.
WEAKNESSES: Robertson isn’t an instinctual player, as he’ll get fooled by trick plays, doesn’t show a firm understanding
of run fits against outside zone, and is often crashing downhill instead of getting in position and working to hold his gap
or failing to read the defensive lineman’s leverage and playing to the opposite gap. Also, he lacks gap discipline, often
leaving his assignment before the running back commits. In coverage, his run/pass transitions are extremely slow, causing him to be late dropping to his area. When playing zone, he lacks the agility, change of direction and quickness to
take away passing lanes when reading the quarterback’s eyes and trying to anticipate throws. Robertson wasn’t asked to
play a lot of man coverage, but also doesn’t show the athletic traits to be successful in man. He plays with locked knees,
is flat-footed and just doesn’t look comfortable covering in space. As a blitzer, he doesn’t get on an edge or have many
successful pass rush moves beyond just pure effort.
SCHEME: Robertson lined up as an off-ball inside linebacker and on the line of scrimmage at outside linebacker in ASU’s
3-3-5 hybrid defense. He was often asked to rush the passer and was responsible for the underneath areas in zone coverage. For the Sun Devils, he was primarily used as a run-stuffing linebacker. The Carson, California native also has experience playing special teams and has some value there in the NFL with his aggressiveness, effort and sure tackling.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Would he be better off adding 10 to 15 pounds and converting to defensive end? Robertson excels at the point of attack with his strength and block shedding and putting him on the line of scrimmage would
mitigate some of his instinctual issues. He’s a little light to play in the trenches at 250 pounds, and he’ll need to find a few
pass rush moves he can win with to be a strong side defensive end in a 4-3 system.

SUMMARY: Merlin Robertson is a run-stuffing linebacker who wins at the point of attack and is a sure
tackler, but he lacks the athletic ability to be successful in coverage. In the NFL, he’ll be best as a two-down
inside linebacker or adding some size and converting to defensive end.
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— Matt Holder

C aleb Kelly

LINEBACKER, OKLAHOMA
HEIGHT: 6016
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

6
4

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 225
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

6

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

6.1

6

PURSUIT

5

PASS COVERAGE

6

6

BLOCK SHEDDING

5

STRENGTHS: Against the run, Caleb Kelly displays aggressiveness at the point of attack, striking the blocker violently, and
knocking back tight ends. Once he’s established contact, he extends well to shed towards the play. Shows the play recognition
to quickly identify the intended run gap and has the foot speed to come downhill to support. He has the gap discipline to fit the
run and set the edge well. In pursuit, he displays a plus motor and is not afraid to get his nose dirty in the pile. He breaks down
well in space and in traffic, showing physicality and potential as a hard hitter. As a zone defender, he functions well with the
awareness to feel and squeeze routes entering his zone. Smooth hips allow him to transition and carry routes well. He attacks
aggressively downhill against screens, with the foot speed to make plays behind the line of scrimmage. Is not easily fooled by
misdirection plays and play action, with the zone discipline to stay sound. On scramble plays, he quickly identifies and covers
threats. He has the athleticism to spy more athletic QBs, containing and pursuing well. As a man defender, he has the physicality
to land hands when engaging in press. He shows the foot speed and change of direction ability to carry or bracket slot receivers. As a blitzer, he has the foot speed and aggressiveness to be a threat.
WEAKNESSES: Timing to engage can be a bit off in press, tending to lunge. This lunge can allow bigger slot receivers or TEs
to slip by him. He displays this same timing deficiency when jamming at the top of the route, which can allow the route runner
to slip past and create separation. He does not show elite change of direction ability as a coverage LB and does not quite have
the foot speed to keep up with faster slot receivers. On double-moves, he can tend to bite and be left flat-footed. As a blitzer, he
does not use his hands or change of direction ability well to get around offensive linemen.
SCHEME: Kelly is often found on film lined up in the slot in man coverage against tight ends and slot receivers or rushing off
the edge in Oklahoma’s 3-4 scheme; though he transitioned to Will linebacker role near the end of 2019. In run support he was
asked to set the edge and squeeze the outside gaps.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Kelly missed the first 10 games of the 2019 season with a torn ACL and suffered another
torn ACL in August which sidelined him for the entire 2020 season. Coming off these two difficult rehabs, how will his lateral
agility and burst be affected? He is certainly a high injury concern. His toughness and awareness should allow him to contribute
well on special teams.

SUMMARY: Kelly is an intelligent Will LB whose mental aptitude and competitiveness will allow him
to function well in zone coverage underneath and be a gap sound run defender. He projects as a three
down contributor and fits best as a coverage Will in a 4-3 system.
— Rob Simpson
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Kuony Deng

LINEBACKER, CALIFORNIA
HEIGHT: 6060
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

4
5

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 250
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

6.0

6

PURSUIT

6

PASS COVERAGE

5+

4

BLOCK SHEDDING

4+

STRENGTHS: With a massive 6-foot-6 frame and exceedingly long limbs, Kuony Deng is an imposing size for an inside linebacker. As a run defender, he has good sideline-to-sideline range, patrolling with long, efficient strides. He uses his long arms
to keep opposing linemen off his chest and aims to beat them to the spot with speed while in pursuit. He showed a nifty ability
to navigate traffic with smooth lateral agility. He is stout enough to hold offensive linemen at the point of attack with adequacy.
In 2020 he showed improved tackling effectiveness, wrapping up ball carriers more regularly with good grip strength. Deng is
capable of laying the wood when squared up with his target. In coverage, Deng has the speed to run with fast tight ends and
can capably stick with running backs out of the backfield. His long arms help to limit passing windows and he shows good
closing speed to trigger downhill into pursuit when the ball is thrown in front of him. He has an adequate and improving ability
to recognize route concepts in zone coverage. Deng has experience rushing the passer and shows a good first step off the line
when blitzing the edge. He shows a good motor to continuously chase plays downfield.
WEAKNESSES: Though he can keep blockers off him with length, his hand use in block destruction situations is completely
unrefined and he has a hard time shedding blocks. With such a towering stature, Deng can lose the natural leverage battle to
smaller, more stout linemen and can be walked out of plays as a result. He can be a beat slow with his ability to diagnose plays
and react quickly, putting him at a disadvantage with plays developing around him. In pursuit, he rarely takes ideal angles and
often will overrun ball carriers and open up cutback lanes. His change of direction ability in pursuit can be slow as it takes time
for him to stop his momentum. Deng is easily fooled by play action and was taken advantage of at times because of it. He had
multiple instances of blown coverage responsibilities that ended up in big plays for the opposing team. In man coverage, he
shows poor ball tracking ability and will often fail to make a play on the ball when it is possible. When blitzing, he shows no
pass rush plan and poor hand usage.
SCHEME: Deng played at both the Mike and Will linebacker spots in California’s hybrid 3-4 defense, occasionally flexing into
the slot. He had some man coverage reps on tight ends, running backs and some slot receivers and often was found in the hole
or working from curl to flat in zone. Deng has special teams experience on the field goal block and punt units.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Deng has only played as an inside linebacker for two seasons, and we need to learn if he
can further develop his positional instincts. We also need to learn whether Deng’s hand usage can improve to make him a better
block shedder and blitzer. Additionally, his leadership ability did not jump out on tape, and we do not know what kind of locker
room leader he is.
SUMMARY: Kuony Deng is a jumbo-sized linebacker who shows good speed, length and coverage
range, but needs to improve his instincts and block shedding. He profiles to fit best as a Sam linebacker in
a 4-3 defense who can play three downs and has positional versatility at any linebacker spot.
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— Cyril Penn

Matt Allen

OFFENSIVE CENTER, MICHIGAN STATE
HEIGHT: 6030
DOB: 1/7/1998

WEIGHT: 300
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR

PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5
4

PLAY STRENGTH

TRAITS

4

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5

5.9

AGGRESSIVENESS

6
+

5

INSTINCTS

6

MOBILITY

6

STRENGTHS: Matt Allen has the desired length and size for the next level. Overall, he is quick off the snap playing with
low pads and shows good posture and knee bend. Allen shows good hand placement at both phases and will reset his
hands when initial placement is off. Is effective on reach blocks and space blocks, displaying light feet and strong hands to
keep linemen and linebackers tight or inside of him. Allen shows mobility, a good track, and stays square when he gets to
the second level, showing the ability to turn his hips to seal his target. As a pass blocker, he is able to recognize stunts and
blitzes post-snap and looks for work when nobody is in his area. Allen is able to point out potential blitzes and change the
protection with success. When he is engaged as a helper, he’ll look to his backside for potential threats and stays within the
teammates hips. He also showed awareness to look for any backside pursuit on screens. Allen has solid mirroring skills and
a consistent base when facing linebackers. He had some flashes of aggression to finish blocks to the ground occasionally.
WEAKNESSES: When run blocking, Allen shows adequate play strength to widen hole, merely stalemating defenders.
Against lengthy and stronger opponents, he gets pushed back easily and is unable to hold his own when reach blocking.
He has slow hands in pass protection, allowing defenders to get to his chest, and his length isn’t effectively displayed to
keep defenders off him. He shows marginal play strength to neutralize bull rushes despite showing flexible ankles. His
hands aren’t forceful when making contact as a pass blocker. There were some communication issues on gap exchanges
and who would step up to the linebacker on combo blocks. Injuries to both legs have kept him from playing a full season.
SCHEME: Allen was the starting center in the 2018 and 2019 seasons before being sidelined for all but 1 game in
2020. He has experience primarily on inside zone runs, with very little attempts on outside zone. He also had reps
as a puller and on space blocks. In the passing game, slide protection was often called and he mostly had help from
teammates if left 1-on-1.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: He wasn’t often isolated on interior linemen as a pass blocker. He either had help from
the guards or through slide protection. His mirroring skills should suggest that he shouldn’t have a problem, though that is
not entirely known. It was undisclosed why he was sidelined in 2020, only playing 1 game.

SUMMARY: Matt Allen is a smart, athletic center who wins with mobility and solid hand usage, but
struggles handling length and better play strength. He projects to have center and guard versatility
and fit best in a gap scheme that utilizes him as a puller.
— Derek Benson
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Master Teague

RUNNING BACK, OHIO STATE
HEIGHT: 5110
DOB: 5/19/00

WEIGHT: 225
CLASS: REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

5
6

CONTACT BALANCE

TRAITS

6

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

3

5.9

BALL SECURITY

5

BURST

4

7

PLAY SPEED

5

STRENGTHS: Master Teague III holds the ball high and tight, never leaving it in the open. He fumbled only once in more
than 250 career carries. Teague runs hard every play with a north-south approach. He likes to go upfield, and as a result gets
positive yardage almost every play he touches the ball. As soon as gets the handoff he targets a hole and barrels through with
legs churning. He has very good power and is well-built for a running back. He bounces off hits with solid balance. Defenders
bounce off him rather easily when he’s chugging through the middle. In short yardage and goal line situations, Teague effectively lowers his shoulder and falls forward for the necessary yardage. Teague chooses holes wisely and understands how his
blockers will make room for him to work. Once Teague gets going, his straight line speed is sufficient to compete in the NFL.
He’s not stellar in the passing game with uninspired route running, but he catches the ball consistently and does a great job
leaking out of protection late in passing plays to provide an outlet for his quarterback. Teague is a good pass blocker, showing
the strength to protect from an interior blitzing linebacker and the wherewithal to watch for corner blitzes.
WEAKNESSES: Teague does not make many sharp cuts. He has trouble making defenders miss with his elusiveness, and
consequently most defenders will at least get an attempted tackle when within his vicinity. As a result, Teague tends to be less effective on outside runs where he has to change direction more frequently. Likewise, Teague lacks a significant burst in his runs.
He will take a few build up steps to gain speed and he’s rarely given the space to get up to top speed consistently. Opting not
to evade defenders, but rather to go through them, Teague allows other defenders to catch up even if he breaks a tackle. His
lack of evasiveness makes him try to charge through defensive linemen on broken plays, leading to many more one- or twoyard gains where he can make more out of it. He can get tunnel vision occasionally, picking a hole and sticking with it rather
than adapting and choosing better options. He can run into the back of his linemen if the hole he anticipated has closed up.
SCHEME: Teague received the primary goal line and short yardage work at Ohio State in a primarily gap-based scheme,
but also saw some zone work as well. Almost all of his touches came on the interior, rarely getting tosses or receptions. Teague
had plenty of experience pass blocking as well. He occasionally took snaps as a pseudo-fullback, lead blocking on designed
quarterback runs.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Was Teague’s success founded by an elite Ohio State offensive line? Ohio State has an
NFL caliber offensive line that opened holes for him frequently. Was his success coming off the back of great run blocking
rather than on his own merit?

SUMMARY: Master Teague is a traditional power back with strength and balance, but has lackluster
elusiveness and burst. He would fit best in a gap scheme in the NFL in order to prioritize his straight
line propensity.
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— Matt Mercier

CJ Verdell

RUNNING BACK, OREGON
HEIGHT: 5085
DOB: 8/16/99

WEIGHT: 210
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

5
5

CONTACT BALANCE

TRAITS

6

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

4

5.9

BALL SECURITY

4

BURST

6

5

PLAY SPEED

6

STRENGTHS: A patient runner, CJ Verdell shows the front side vision to find creases on inside zone runs and has the lateral
agility to pick his way through traffic. He understands offensive line leverage well to press the hole and manipulate linebackers before bouncing to the outside. When seeing the hole, he shows the burst to hit it hard, keeping a low center of gravity to
maintain balance through contact. He shows the lower body strength to churn his legs for extra yardage and the body control
to spin off would-be tacklers. A tough competitor, he is willing to put his head down when the hole is not there, showing the
second effort to finish the run and consistently falling forward. He keeps the ball high and tight against his body to prevent fumbles. When in the open field, he has the long speed to break off long runs and can be tough to bring down with a full head
of steam. Though he was not used much as a receiver, he has the foot speed and agility to run routes out of the backfield. He
has sufficient hands and transitions well after the catch, with the burst to get up the field quickly. As a pass blocker, he has the
awareness to anticipate blitzes and shows sufficient willingness.
WEAKNESSES: Finding cutback lanes is a struggle, as he can develop tunnel vision running between the tackles. On outside
zone runs, he can be hesitant to take inside lanes when they present themselves, often bouncing runs to the outside unnecessarily. When the play breaks down in the backfield, he lacks the agility and awareness to create. He is not very elusive in
the open field, regularly opting to run through contact rather than avoid it. High pad level hurts his ability to anchor as a pass
protector and he lacks the lateral agility needed to pick up defensive backs blitzing off the edge.
SCHEME: Verdell played in a scheme at Oregon that featured mainly inside zone runs with some outside zone and power
elements as well. He was often subbed out on third down, but when in the game he was both asked to pass block and run
shallow routes out of the backfield. His foot speed and toughness will allow him to contribute well on special teams.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can he expand his passing game role? Without the anchor or lateral agility to pass block,
he needs to show an improved ability to run routes and catch out of the backfield. Small sample size at Oregon leaves this as
a question mark.

SUMMARY: Verdell is a tough, speedy runner who wins with burst through the hole and contact balance
to gain extra yardage while his impact in the passing game remains in doubt. He projects as a backup RB
who fits best in an inside zone or power scheme and is likely a 1st and 2nd down only back.
— Robert Simpson
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Sam Williams
EDGE, MISSISSIPPI

HEIGHT: 6026
DOB: 9/3/1998

WEIGHT: 265
CLASS: SENIOR

PRIMARY

PASS RUSH SKILLS

TACKLING

4
5

PLAY STRENGTH

TRAITS

5

FIRST STEP

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5.9

5

MOTOR

6

HAND USAGE

4

6

BLOCK SHEDDING

4

STRENGTHS: Sam Williams’ biggest strength is his get off when rushing the passer. He explodes out of his stance low and
accelerates through the rush quickly. He is a very explosive athlete in his lower body. This allows him to transition from speed
to power when engaging tackles on the edge. He has the play strength to push tackles back when engaged, but typically can’t
finish the power move. His motor while rushing the passer is how he achieves pressure production. He is able to keep a constant
speed and power through multiple blockers to finish the play as the second guy there. His next best trait is his motor when chasing from the back side. His get off helps him follow pulling guards down the LOS to catch running backs from behind. He has
good straight-line speed, which helps in his pursuit. Although his hand usage isn’t great, he does show some refinement when
pass rushing. Williams can get underneath the shoulder of linemen and gain leverage on his blockers.
WEAKNESSES: Williams’ biggest weakness is his instincts and feel for the run game. When lined up on the edge, he is flat
footed and not lively while reading the play. He takes a while to process down blocking tackles to meet pulling guards in his
gap. He shows good pursuit in the run game when he is pre-determined to fire in a gap. Otherwise, he gets caught looking in
the back instead of flowing with the line. His next biggest weakness is his hand usage in both the pass and run-game. Williams
doesn’t have a lot of moves in his repertoire when rushing the passer. He mainly uses a speed to power technique and tries to
physically dominate tackles instead of performing counter moves. This typically results in Williams rushing past the depth of the
quarterback or getting jammed early by blockers. In the run game, Williams lacks the strength to really set the edge against
linemen as well. He has the power to shed blocks from tight ends on the edge but when engaged with linemen he struggles to
keep separation. Williams needs a lot of coaching and refinement of technique but he has a promising set of physical tools for
the next level.
SCHEME: Williams played as an edge defender in Mississippi’s multiple-defense. They used both odd and even fronts, which
resulted in Williams having his hand in the dirt as well as being a stand up edge player. He was used as an interior blitzer
when lined up off-ball.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Williams cover running backs out of the back field? He wasn’t in a lot of situations
where he had to man up receivers or running backs. Most of the snaps he played in coverage were as a QB spy, so it is hard to
tell how he performs in space.

SUMMARY: Sam Williams is an explosive edge rusher who needs a lot of refinement and NFL coaching
to get the most out of his plus pass rush traits. He projects as 4-3 defensive end who has good traits but
needs to refine his technique and expand his repertoire.
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— Britton Mann

M icheal Clemons
EDGE, TEXAS A&M

HEIGHT: 6050
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

PASS RUSH SKILLS

TACKLING

+

4
6

PLAY STRENGTH

WEIGHT: 270
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

5

FIRST STEP

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5.8

6

MOTOR

6

HAND USAGE

5

4

BLOCK SHEDDING

5

STRENGTHS: Micheal Clemons is a long, athletic defensive end with good size. Against the run, he shows quick and forceful
hands hitting his inside striking points, with good pad level and adequate play strength to not give up ground. He consistently
sets the edge, peaks to the ball and shows solid ability to shed blocks to pursue. Clemons shows good recognition on pull plays
when left uncovered, hitting the inside with quickness to disrupt the puller’s block. He possesses the foot speed to get to ball carriers from the backside and on play side option runs. Clemons shows power on his tackles to limit yards after contact with good
wrap-up ability. In the passing game, he shows adequate balance to stay upright on contact on the edge and flashes length,
keeping linemen off him with one-arm moves. With adequate hand usage, he fights off linemens’ hands, shows a strong chop
attack and flashes other counters to wipe away the opponent’s grip. His athleticism shows up in coverage, dropping into the
hook/curl areas of the field in zone, or manning up against a running back on the flat. Clemons shows a quick get off overall,
especially on third downs and in the fourth quarter, condensing the space between him and the offensive player.
WEAKNESSES: Hustle isn’t always there for Clemons on pursuit, as he’s often relying on teammates to make the play and
found avoiding gang tackles. Closing speed on the ball will be an issue against faster offensive players, affecting his pursuit
angles. His arm tackles don’t have an impact to stutter the ball carrier. His quick first step isn’t present early in the game.
Clemons doesn’t show awareness or the ability to get skinny to split double teams and handle down blocks. His play strength
is noticeably absent on the latter, as he’s easily washed down the line. Overall, his ability to anchor will need to improve
when facing next level opponents. When his pass rush moves fail, he doesn’t back out to interfere with throwing lanes and attempt to bat down passes. He lacks power on his bull rushes and any pass rush variance to keep tackles guessing. Clemons
doesn’t show much bend through his ankles to turn the corner on outside rushes. Hlock shedding ability dips when the tackles
get to his chest first and show good grip and he looks slow coming inside after selling an outside rush attempt.
SCHEME: Clemons lined up as a defensive end on odd and even fronts, mostly having his hand in the dirt but was also
seen in a two-point stance. He was tasked with contain responsibilities to his side. Whenever he would penetrate inside it
would be on stunts or on gap exchanges against the run. He wasn’t asked to drop in coverage much. There were instances where he spied the quarterback at different alignments.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Is there an endurance issue holding Clemons motor back? Or is it just a business decision to keep him fresh? He hasn’t finished drives often and is mostly absent on the following drive.

SUMMARY: Clemons is a quick edge rusher who wins with length and heavy hands, but needs to
improve his play strength and hand usage. He best fits in a 4-3 scheme as a rotational defensive end.

— Derek Benson
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A llie Green IV

5.8

CORNERBACK, TULSA

HEIGHT: 6021
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

MAN COVERAGE

PRESS

4
6

ZONE COVERAGE

WEIGHT: 206
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED/AGILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5

PLAY STRENGTH

4

BALL SKILLS

5

6

TACKLING

6

STRENGTHS: Allie Green IV’s biggest strength is his press coverage ability. He uses good leverage and punches well when
pressing wide receivers at the line of scrimmage. He is good at using his long arms to reroute receivers on their initial move. He
has quick hands and punches that are placed strategically to fight directional releases. His next biggest strength is his run support and tackling ability. He is very aggressive when attacking run lanes from his corner position. He isn’t afraid to sell out for a
big hit and wrap up ball carriers. He is a smart tackler who breaks down when necessary in order to keep outside-in contain.
He understands how to funnel players back into the middle of the field. He can also beat blocks on the outside using his length.
He shows good upper body explosiveness, allowing him to rip past receivers blocking him in space. Green showed solid athletic ability for a bigger corner as well. He is fluid in his hips though lacking just a bit in foot quickness to really change direction
well. Green brings a physical demeanor to his side of the field and displays the attitude coveted in a corner.
WEAKNESSES: Green’s biggest weakness is his discipline in hand fighting when pressing at the line of scrimmage. He is so
physical with receivers on the outside that he can get grabby too far down field, resulting in penalties or uncontrolled steps in his
technique. He lacks some change of direction when near top speed so double moves can result in him giving up too much separation. Green can be beaten on double moves when covering a vertically stemming route without press. He needs that initial
contact to control the route. Without landing a punch he is at somewhat of a disadvantage down field against faster receivers.
Green showed some difficulties covering off-man as well. He has a tough time taking away inside releases when he’s not able to
get his hands on the receiver at the LOS.
SCHEME: Green played as a boundary corner in Tulsa’s 3-3-5 defense. They ran mainly Cover 1 or Cover 3 concepts. He
was a big contributor in their run defense due to his physical demeanor and pursuit for tackles.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Green clean up his hand fighting and tighten up his technique? He displayed some
good press coverage ability and hip fluidity but his technique is too loose for him to change direction well. He opens up his
shoulders to flip in coverage instead of his hips. Coaching this up might result in improved change of direction in Green’s game.

SUMMARY: Allie Green IV is a long, highly physical corner who is effective in press coverage and run
support. He projects as a depth boundary corner who can contribute on special teams in a system that will
use him in press coverage situations.
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A aron Hansford
LINEBACKER, TEXAS A&M

HEIGHT: 6021
DOB: 2/23/1998

WEIGHT: 245
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

5
5

TACKLING

TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

5.8

5

PURSUIT

6

PASS COVERAGE

3

6

BLOCK SHEDDING

6

STRENGTHS: Aaron Hansford’s biggest strength is his play speed for the linebacker position. His speed is shown
the most when he is attacking gap scheme runs downhill. He is good at reading pulling guards and reacts quickly
to attack the line of scrimmage. Hansford also showed good ability to shed blocks. He has quick, strong hands that
allow him to keep separation from blocks to position himself for tackles. He can beat blocks with power and agility
when engaging offensive linemen. Hansford displayed above average blitzing ability as well. He has a quick first step
that allows him to quickly gain momentum when blitzing. He doesn’t finish his stunts often, but he can apply pressure
to quarterbacks while keeping a constant attacking pace. Hansford showed solid athleticism in coverage. He has a
quick zone drop that allows him to get depth in the middle of the field. He is quick enough to come off of his coverage
assignment and make tackles underneath. Hansford shows the body control to break down on open field tackles and
attacks the hips of ball carriers.
WEAKNESSES: Hansford’s biggest weakness is his ability to read and react to zone blocking schemes. He can
get caught up in the wash when reading the line, which ultimately gets him out of position to make a play. His next
biggest weakness is his lack of instincts when reading the quarterback in zone. He has trouble flowing with routes and
gets stuck in his initial drop more often than not. This prevents him from getting to the catch point in time to break up
passes over the middle. Another weakness is his natural pass rush skills. He doesn’t have the explosive, violent hands
or bend to be effective on the edge. Hansford is more suited to blitz on interior stunts.
SCHEME: Hansford played outside linebacker in Texas A&M’s 4-3 defense. He typically lined up off the line of scrimmage, but saw snaps on the edge and over the A gap. He was used as a space eating line-backer who can use his
speed to attack the line of scrimmage.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Will Hansford’s instincts transfer to the NFL? During his college career he showed
good promise when attacking pulling guards and other gap schemed offenses. He somewhat struggled diagnosing the
correct hole to fill against fast moving zone blocks, however. He will have to show he can read and react when the
game gets faster.

SUMMARY: Aaron Hansford is an athletic linebacker who excels at beating blocks with his fast, strong
play. In year one, he projects as a backup outside linebacker with versatility who should be a special-teams ace with a good chance to make a 53-man roster for a team who runs a 4-3.
— Britton Mann
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Brad Hawkins

5.8

SAFETY, MICHIGAN

HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

MAN COVERAGE

5
4

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 218
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

6

LEVEL IMPACT

SECONDARY

TRAITS

ZONE COVERAGE

4

BALL SKILLS

4

RANGE

4

4

PURSUIT

5

STRENGTHS: In zone coverage, Brad Hawkins can function underneath, showing awareness of routes breaking in front of
him. He comes downhill aggressively to attack the catch point with the timing to break on the ball and hand strength to rip it
away. Against screen plays, he navigates traffic like a linebacker to come up and stop the receiver in his tracks. When he can
engage his hands in man coverage, he can stay on the hip or tight ends and bigger slot receivers well. He has the timing and
physicality to close on the ball when in phase and break up the pass. Against the run, he shows the patience and gap discipline
to be successful. He can pick through trash well and has the hand usage to shed both in space and at the point of attack. When
identifying runs, he comes downhill quickly and aggressively. As a tackler, Hawkins shows the aggressiveness to be a hard hitter
and generally breaks down well to tackle in space. He has the motor and foot speed to effectively pursue outside runs.
WEAKNESSES: Hawkins’ lack of plus athleticism for the position is his biggest limiting factor. Stiff hips limit his ability to
quickly accelerate or change direction, which saps his coverage range. When in deep coverage, he can tend to drift, watching
the play too often rather than reacting. He does not display an innate feel for routes behind him and can regularly be found
covering grass. He fails to protect his leverage with his backpedal and his stiff hips do not allow him to effectively flow between
routes. His lack of quickness can allow him to be beaten over the top. When playing man against faster slot receivers, he can
tend to lunge when trying to engage, allowing him to be blown past. He does not protect his leverage well in man either, often
biting on deceptive moves that leave him flat-footed. When fooled in man, he lacks the change of direction ability to quickly
recover. He lacks the hands and ball tracking ability to come down with interceptions, recording zero in his career. Coming
downhill quickly in run support, he can struggle to decelerate which can lead to missed tackles.
SCHEME: Hawkins played mostly in the box or covering the slot in Michigan’s 4-3 defense. He was also asked to play twohigh, but mainly functioned in the underneath area. Despite his chops as a run defender, he was often taken off the field in goal
line situations. Due to his foot speed and aggressiveness, he projects to contribute on special teams.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: With his limitations as a coverage defender and the increasing emphasis on pass defense,
how will he fit within an NFL defense?

SUMMARY: Hawkins is a run-stopping box safety who wins with aggression and vision underneath.
He projects as a reserve safety or big nickel and special teams player who will be limited on defense to
run-stopping situations.
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D evin Lloyd
LINEBACKER, UTAH

HEIGHT: 6030
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

6
6

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 232
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

5

5.8

PURSUIT

4

PASS COVERAGE

4

5

BLOCK SHEDDING

4

STRENGTHS: Devin Lloyd is a versatile linebacker prospect with very good length for the position at the NFL level. He
has an explosive first step and uses his initial acceleration to knife into the backfield and make tackles for a loss and rush
the passer. Lloyd is very good at avoiding would-be blockers with head fakes and stutter steps, forcing linemen to move
their feet before he runs past them. Blitzing is his best trait and he does a great job maintaining vision on the quarterback
and seems to get extra juice the closer he gets to the passer. He clearly exhibits a high football IQ and listens to coaching, as Lloyd sniffs out opposing passing concepts while in coverage. With good situational awareness, he doesn’t bite
on play fakes until he confirms the intention of the offense and this puts him in a good place to defend the pass.
WEAKNESSES: After initial acceleration, Lloyd looks like he’s running in sand and does not continue to gain speed in the
open field. Clunky in his transitions, he could be too athletically limited to fluidly change direction in space, and his awkward
footwork doesn’t help. Lack of lateral agility prevents him from making a play in coverage even when he sees it coming.
Against the run, he dances around blocks, which mostly hinders him from making a play. He doesn’t even attempt to stack and
shed blockers. Lloyd did his best on the line of scrimmage, but is too light to play that position in the NFL and would require
years in the weight room before he’s a viable NFL edge player.
SCHEME: Lloyd lined up in multiple linebacker spots for the Utah defense. He was an off-ball linebacker in even front
and subpackages. When Utah got into an odd-front, Lloyd lined up on the edge as a rush linebacker. He was effective
shooting into the backfield regardless of his alignment and was at his best when called upon to blitz. Due to his variety of
alignments, Lloyd was asked to run a high volume of coverages from man on tight ends and running backs to Tampa 2
High Hole and underneath zones in Cover 3 and Cover 4.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: What position does he play in the NFL? Not fleet of foot enough to play off-ball LB, not
quite strong enough at point of attack to play edge. Can he improve his footwork enough to let his instincts shine?

SUMMARY: Devin Lloyd is a smart linebacker who excels coming forward and causing disruption in
the backfield. His lack of true position makes it tough to project his best fit in the NFL, but he would fit on
blitzing 3-4 teams that try him at all the linebacker spots to see where he sticks.
— B.D. Williams
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Kevin Mensah

5.8

RUNNING BACK, UCONN
HEIGHT: 5086
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

6
5

CONTACT BALANCE

WEIGHT: 198
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

6

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

5

BALL SECURITY

3

BURST

6

6

PLAY SPEED

6

STRENGTHS: Patience allows Kevin Mensah to identify gaps well on both inside and outside runs. He has the ability to identify cutback lanes on zone runs and follows his blockers well on gap runs, waiting for blocks to set up. When he sees the hole,
he has the quick-twitch athleticism and lateral agility to cut sharply and burst up the field. His quick feet allow him to navigate
traffic well and he can create when plays break down, picking through trash. He can accelerate with long strides to get to the
edge on outside zone runs, varying his step length well to match the situation. When he gets into the open field, he displays
the long speed to make explosive runs. Possesses impressive contact balance for his size, constantly churning his legs and
fighting for extra yardage. His hard running style and agility allows him to bounce and spin off would-be tacklers. Even when
surrounded by defenders, Mensah shows innate body control to find space to fall forward. He shows good competitiveness to
find a way to gain yardage in clutch situations. When asked to pass block, he shows good willingness. In limited receptions, he
flashed the ability to transition quickly from receiver to runner and burst after the catch.
WEAKNESSES: He does not show the best open field change of direction ability to make defenders miss. In the passing
game, he was not able to make much of an impact in college, only recording 8 catches his final season. When running routes
past the line of scrimmage, he was often jammed and bumped off his route by LBs due to his smaller stature. His pass blocking
technique needs significant improvement, as he displays high pads and tends to lunge at defenders. His tendency to waist
bend does not allow him to establish leverage and anchor against linebackers or edge defenders. He does not show the requisite awareness to pick up blitzers either.
SCHEME: Played in mostly an inside zone scheme with some outside zone concepts as well. Though he was often subbed out
in passing situations, was mainly asked to run swing and flat routes out of the backfield or pass block on occasion. Due to his
competitive toughness and play speed, he projects to have value on special teams.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: While Mensah shows upside creating yards after the catch, his limited role as a pass catcher did not allow him to display his skills catching out of the backfield. Due to his poor pass blocking technique, he will need to
develop as a pass catcher for an every-down role.

SUMMARY: Mensah is a tough, competitive runner who wins with patient vision, quick burst, and
contact balance. He projects as a backup two-down back who fits best in a zone scheme, can function in a gap scheme, and does not show the requisite skills for a passing game role.
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Stephen Carr

5.7

RUNNING BACK, USC

HEIGHT: 6000
DOB: 1/16/1999

WEIGHT: 215
CLASS: SENIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

5
5

CONTACT BALANCE

TRAITS

4

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

5

BALL SECURITY

6

BURST

5

7

PLAY SPEED

4

STRENGTHS: In the run game, Stephen Carr shows solid vision and a quick step in hitting the open hole when the
initial path is covered. He shows good burst to get through the line of scrimmage and split oncoming defenders within
short distances. He showed improved ball security, having just one fumble in the last three seasons after having three
in 2017. Carr shows elusiveness to win on most open field tackles, setting up defenders and cutting away from them.
He’s shown the ability to utilize spin moves well. A hard runner, he’s determined to get extra yards after contact and
falls forward frequently. With reliable hands in the passing game, he is quick to get to the second level and follows his
blocks on screens. Carr shows willingness to keep the pocket clean in the passing game when isolated on a linebacker, taking a good angle to his man and initiating contact to sway him outside.
WEAKNESSES: Carr lacks long speed to get through the third level when given open space and is often tackled
from behind. He lacks contact balance and shows adequate play strength to absorb and push through contact, easily
being brought down. He hasn’t shown capability to operate free handed through stiff arms and to protect the ball near
oncoming tacklers. He needs to slow down his path and let backside pullers get to their block. Overall, will sometimes
bounce runs outside unnecessarily and fails to get around the corner, being caught from behind by pursuit. Questionable vision as he gets to the second level, failing to see open space on runs. Will lead with his shoulders and wraps
up linebackers, lacking strength to handle pressure head on. He was plagued with lower body injuries in his first three
years at the collegiate level.
SCHEME: Carr was a rotational member in the Trojans backfield. The running game consisted of outside and inside
zones with power and counter runs. He was rarely used on short yardage downs or at the goal line. He frequently
saw time in the passing game as a pass blocker and receiver, mostly running swing routes or check releases to the flat
areas. He earned some special teams experience on the kick return unit.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Is he able to contribute in an expanded role in the passing game in terms of routes
run and ball skills? USC exclusively had their running backs run swing routes with minimal attempts across the line
of scrimmage. Carr’s straight line speed and quickness could help him get on top of slower linebackers, but then the
unknown ball-tracking ability would need to come into play.

SUMMARY: Carr is a hard runner possessing burst and elusiveness but is lacking in balance and
strength to generate significant yards after contact. He projects as a rotational player in the backfield
who can contribute on gap and zone runs while seeing some snaps in the passing game.
— Derek Benson
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Myles Jones

5.7

CORNERBACK, TEXAS A&M
HEIGHT: 6025
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

MAN COVERAGE

PRESS

5
4

ZONE COVERAGE

WEIGHT: 185
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED/AGILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5

PLAY STRENGTH

4

BALL SKILLS

5

5

TACKLING

5

STRENGTHS: Myles Jones’ biggest strength is his instincts in zone coverage. He is able to read route concepts and determine which direction to flow. He was able to play as an underneath defender and close holes in the coverage when there
were no routes in his area. His range is shown off in zone coverage as well. Jones’ height and length allow him to cover
ground well with his long strides while eyeing up the quarterback. His ball skills are best down field. His height allows him
to get up over defenders and knock down passes at the highest point. Jones shows good ability to use his length in press.
His man coverage is at its best when he can get his long arms on receivers in press. He shows solid burst when getting to
the catch point. He can close in on underneath targets and position himself for a form fit tackle. He has the agility to break
down at the tackle point and wrap up ball carriers. Jones also showed some physical tackling demeanor when filling run
lanes. He wasn’t afraid to engage linemen when going after running backs.
WEAKNESSES: Jones’ biggest weakness is agility in man coverage. He is very susceptible to double moves and deceleration on routes. He has above average play speed, but he is a step late when it comes to short area quickness. He
lacks the quick twitch to really stick with receivers in off-man coverage. His next biggest weakness is his play strength. His
upper body is lacking any real explosiveness that would help him against bigger receivers or tight ends. This translates to
his run defense as well. He was susceptible to taking big hits from larger running backs because he didn’t have the power
to match them. This deficiency in upper body strength also gave him trouble when pressing receivers at the line of scrimmage. His hands would often bounce off receivers or be shaken off if they were placed incorrectly.
SCHEME: Jones played a boundary corner in Texas A&M’s 4-3 scheme. He was also used in the slot against tight ends.
Their defense ran a lot of Cover 2 and 3 zone schemes. As a lengthy corner, Jones provided good match-up ability with
tight ends due to his size.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Jones transition to safety and play on the third level consistently? He lacks the real
quickness and agility to play corner at the next level. His best chance to see the field is to move to a safety role where his
size and range translates better. He will have to prove his zone coverage and instincts can be effective from in the middle
of the field.

SUMMARY: Myles Jones is a long defensive back with above average speed who is more equipped to play
safety rather than corner at the next level because of his lack of short-area agility. He projects as a priority freeagent safety with a decent chance to make a 53-man roster on a team that will use him as a free safety.
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Jah-Maine Martin

RUNNING BACK, NORTH CAROLINA A&T
HEIGHT: 5091
DOB: 8/5/98

WEIGHT: 203
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

6
6

CONTACT BALANCE

TRAITS

5

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

4

5.7

BALL SECURITY

3

BURST

5

6

PLAY SPEED

6

STRENGTHS: Possesses a strong, compact, frame with a powerful lower body. A patient runner, Jah-Maine Martin
presses the hole well. He can find cutback lanes on inside or outside zone runs and follows his blockers well on gap
runs. Once he finds the desired hole, he shows quick change of direction and an explosive lower body to quickly accelerate towards daylight. He has the requisite top-end speed to hit a home run. He has the burst to get to the edge on
stretch plays and has the short area quickness and vision to pick his way through traffic. When running through traffic
he maintains a low center of gravity, which allows his powerful lower body to propel him through contact. He has the
motor to keep his feet churning and fights to gain extra yardage. When the play breaks down in the backfield, he has
the lateral burst to bounce runs and create. He is functional as a pass blocker, showing good willingness and toughness. Can absorb contact well in pass protection and uses his hands well to chip and help block. He has flashed some
ability to box out at the catch point and could be serviceable catching flats and swing passes as a safety net.
WEAKNESSES: Due to his patient nature, he can take some time to get up to his top speed running straight-line
though is rarely caught from behind. In space, he can tend to lose his low center and run high, limiting his contact
balance at the second level. Despite his change of direction ability, he does not often try to make defenders miss and
is not very elusive in the open field. He can allow his pads to rise in pass protection, and his footwork could be improved. Lacks the top-shelf agility and hip fluidity to be effective as a route runner and was often taken out in passing
situations.
SCHEME: Ran in a primarily inside zone scheme with some outside zone and gap concepts as well. Mainly used as a
play-action decoy when in on passing situations, but saw some action as a pass blocker and caught a few short balls
out of the backfield.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Due to his lack of experience in the passing game, his hands are a bit of an unknown. He will need to expand his receiving chops to have a chance at an every-down role at the next level.

SUMMARY: Martin is a patient runner with a powerful lower body to fight through contact and the top
end speed to go the distance. He projects as a two-down situational back who fits best in an inside or outside zone scheme, with limited passing game responsibilities outside of pass protection in the quick game.
— Robert Simpson
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D emetrius Taylor

DEFENSIVE LINEMAN, APPALACHIAN STATE
HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: 5/27/1999

WEIGHT: 295
CLASS: SENIOR

PRIMARY

PLAY STRENGTH

TACKLING

4
6

PASS RUSH

TRAITS

6

FIRST STEP

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

6

5.7

HAND USAGE

4

BLOCK SHEDDING

5

6

MOTOR

4

STRENGTHS: Demetrius Taylor is an effective run defender who utilizes horizontal movement to navigate the line of
scrimmage rather than trying to penetrate into the backfield. He can effectively set the edge on B-gap runs and outside
zone plays with good strength. Taylor employs a strong base and knee bend to hold a strong anchor when tackles attempt
to move him from the hole. This translates well with Taylor’s above average play strength, as he can effectively two-gap,
throwing would-be blockers with upper body strength. His block shedding ability is solid and sufficient to compete well
with NFL players. He uses a strong stab punch with his inside hand to set edges very effectively. His hand usage is strong
and consistent in run defense. Taylor has the patience and game knowledge not to bite on zone reads and play action,
which plays well with his horizontal play style. Taylor is a sure tackler at the line of scrimmage, keeping his feet under him
and delivering solid hits while wrapping up.
WEAKNESSES: Taylor’s pass rushing ability is very limited. He didn’t employ many different moves or techniques that
inspire confidence in his pass rushing abilities. His first step doesn’t help and is below average. Often tackles would be in
plenty good position to withhold his rush because he gave them too much time to prepare for it. Taylor will struggle to put
up relevant pressure and sack numbers against NFL tackles. His lack of penetration helps, making tackles across the line
of scrimmage, but he seldom has flash plays or tackles for loss. Taylor lacks the athleticism to keep up with shiftier quarterbacks who attempt to maneuver around him on bootlegs and scrambles. Occasionally Taylor can be seen standing with
his linemen rather than rushing or chasing a quarterback, posing questions about his motor and effort.
SCHEME: Taylor played mostly in a 4i alignment at App State in a 3-4 defense. Typically left on the field for all downs,
Taylor earned experience playing the run and pass rushing from a 4i-technique. He was rarely if ever utilized at any other
alignment or position.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Is Taylor’s less penetrative style a result of his play style or Appalachian State’s defensive
philosophy? On some plays it seemed as though Taylor resisted penetrating upfield when he could, and with NFL strategies he could be allowed to do so. Whether or not Taylor’s lack of motor is a concern or simply a result of a lack of depth
at App State is a huge question. Can Taylor develop a pass rushing skillset in the NFL? If he’s able to create disruption in
the passing game, then his skill set would be much more complete.

SUMMARY: Taylor is a strong edge defender stout against the run with a very limited pass rushing skillset. He’d best perform as a 4i- or 3-technique in a 3-4 defense in the NFL.
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Zerrick Cooper

QUARTERBACK, JACKSONVILLE STATE
HEIGHT: 6026
DOB: 12/31/1997
PRIMARY

SHORT ACCURACY

POCKET AWARENESS

5
3

DEEP ACCURACY

WEIGHT: 225
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

4

THROW POWER

SECONDARY

TRAITS

ATHLETICISM

5

5.6

PLAYMAKING

6

DECISION MAKING

4

4

LEADERSHIP

5

STRENGTHS: Zerrick Cooper leads and directs the offense well, distributing the ball to his playmakers. When the first
read is there, he is decisive and gets the ball out quickly. He anticipates receivers’ breaks well and displays a quick,
whippy throwing motion with a fast release in the short to intermediate area. When throwing on schedule, he can
make accurate throws into tight windows underneath. He is especially adept at placing back-shoulder fades with touch
and accuracy. Understanding DB leverage well, he can lead receivers away from coverage and varies his arm slot
well to throw from different angles. He displays the arm strength to get the ball to the sidelines and can throw the deep
ball. When confident in his protection, he can stick in the pocket well, making full field reads, and slide into open
space away from pressure. On designed rollouts he can complete balls accurately on the run and can get the ball out
to avoid sacks under pressure. He has the foot speed and change of direction ability to make plays with his legs when
needed and has the toughness to fight for extra yardage in clutch situations.
WEAKNESSES: When pressured, he can be easily flustered and fails to set his feet, leading to inaccurate passes. He
tends to shy away from pressure when throwing in the pocket rather than stepping through his passes, which can also cause
accuracy issues. Outside of structure, he is uncomfortable throwing on the run and his deep ball is inconsistent. He will often
overthrow open receivers in such situations. When going through reads, he can tend to stare down his primary receiver and
develop tunnel vision, forcing some ill-advised throws. Once the defense has shown an ability to apply pressure, he rushes
subsequent reads and can be quick to pull the ball down and run. He can get flighty and develop happy feet when feeling
pressure, failing to reset his base and throwing inaccurately.
SCHEME: Cooper played in an RPO-heavy spread offense at Jacksonville State after transferring from Clemson. He was mostly asked to hit short to intermediate timing routes from the pocket, though he executed the occasional designed rollout. Though
not a major threat in the run game, he was asked to perform some read option concepts.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: The transition from playing FCS competition to the NFL will be a big jump, and how he can
handle the added pressure and talent level are big question marks.

SUMMARY: Cooper is a pocket passer who wins with arm talent and accuracy in the short to intermediate area whose game breaks down under pressure. He projects to fit best in a west coast scheme
where he can get the ball out quickly and distribute it to the talent around him.
— Robert Simpson
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D anny Davis III

5.6

WIDE RECEIVER, WISCONSIN
HEIGHT: 6000
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

HANDS

PLAY SPEED

4
4

ROUTE RUNNING

WEIGHT: 194
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

6

RUN AFTER CATCH

SECONDARY

TRAITS

BALL TRACKING

6

RELEASE

5

BALL SKILLS

6

3

BLOCKING

5

STRENGTHS: Danny Davis III uses crafty deceptions and head fakes at the top of routes to create separation. His route tree
is extensive and polished, running numerous routes and making an impact at all three levels of the field. He is able to use his
above average jumping ability to attack the ball at its highest point and uses his good body control to make catches inbounds
along the sidelines. Davis is able to find soft spots in zone coverages as well as help on break down plays, fighting to get
open. He puts in the necessary effort as a blocker in the run game and is able to hold his man for long enough to let ball carriers pass. Occasionally, he will make a wonderful catch that few can make in tight coverage. When in the open field he beats
defenders with slippery changes of direction.
WEAKNESSES: Davis can get overpowered and misdirected on his release easily in press coverage due to poor footwork
and strength. His release off the line of scrimmage is slow and lethargic. His first step does not allow him to get a head start
on his opponent. He struggles to extend his catch radius uncontested and haul in balls that are low. Most notably, he has a
tendency to use his body to catch the ball rather than his hands and allow concentration drops. He possesses enough athleticism to make plays in the air and occasionally break away from defenders but will not beat them deep consistently. When
not in contested situations his agility and long speed are rather below average.
SCHEME: Davis aligns primarily in the slot for the Badgers offense. He is tasked with running routes at all levels of the
field, including outs, ins, gos and his favored curl and projects best as a slot only prospect at the next level. Due to his
up-tempo play style he has the potential to contribute on special teams.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: With missing a majority of the 2020 season with an apparent concussion, his development since 2019 is a massive question mark. Luckily for him this is not an injury that will have a direct impact on his
game. However, only managing appearances in just over a game leaves a lot of questions to be left up to his rather
average earlier film.

SUMMARY: Danny Davis III is a savvy route runner who shows good body control and in-air adjustments. He can fit into many offensive schemes but should not be utilized deep. He should be a slot
only option due to his solid route running but average physical attributes.
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J eremiah Moon
EDGE, FLORIDA

HEIGHT: 6045
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

PASS RUSH SKILLS

TACKLING

5
5

PLAY STRENGTH

WEIGHT: 250
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

4

FIRST STEP

SECONDARY

TRAITS

INSTINCTS

5.6

5

MOTOR

5

HAND USAGE

5

4

BLOCK SHEDDING

4

STRENGTHS: As a pass rusher, Jeremiah Moon can challenge offensive linemen vertically with his burst off the line and
use his long arms to get into the chest of the blocker. He has the hand quickness to knock down the hands of offensive linemen to prevent them from engaging and has the change of direction ability to counter against slower linemen. His agility
and bend allow him to corner effectively and finish. As a run defender, he extends his arms well to maintain half-man and
set the edge. He can squeeze down the line well to compress inside gaps and understands gap integrity. His length allows
for a wide tackling radius and he shows the athleticism to pursue backside. In zone coverage, he has the foot speed to
drop into coverage off the line, awareness to pass off receivers well, and can close quickly when the ball is in the air. As a
man defender, he has the physicality to jam well at the top of the route and the foot speed and change of direction ability
to stay on the hip of running backs or tight ends.
WEAKNESSES: While pass rushing, Moon lacks a consistent plan of attack and does not have a wide pass rushing
arsenal, using mainly speed and speed to power moves. His lack of good change of direction ability does not allow his
counter moves to be effective against NFL-caliber linemen. He lacks the upper body strength and hand usage to disengage from offensive linemen who land their hands properly and can give up prematurely when his pass rush stalls. High
pad level does not allow him to drive back linemen to disrupt the run and he can often allow hands to his chest when not
firing off the snap. His lack of play strength can allow him to be pushed back out of the play by offensive linemen and he
does not fight to re-establish leverage. He can take poor pursuit angles and does not show the aggressiveness to pursue
outside of his immediate vicinity.
SCHEME: Moon was used as an outside linebacker in Florida’s 3-4 scheme, where he played mainly standing up on the
line. He was also asked to man cover running backs out of the backfield and drop into zone coverage off the line. Against
empty sets, he was sometimes asked to play man coverage against tight ends or running backs in the slot.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can he improve his anchor enough to be effective as a run defender? He has bulked
up significantly during his time at Florida but will need to hold his ground against NFL linemen to be trusted on more than
obvious passing situations.

SUMMARY: Moon is a versatile edge rusher who wins with his length and burst as a pass rusher but
lacks the play strength to be trusted against the run. He projects as a depth player who fits best as a 3-4
OLB brought on only in passing situations.
— Rob Simpson
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Josh Ross

LINEBACKER, MICHIGAN
HEIGHT: 6020
DOB: 10/31/1999
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING
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TACKLING

WEIGHT: 230
CLASS: SENIOR
TRAITS

6
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6
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4

PASS COVERAGE

4

5

BLOCK SHEDDING

5

STRENGTHS: Josh Ross has great instincts in run defense, reading the movement of linemen and promptly filling holes.
He navigates through traffic well to find ball carriers with focus and quickness. Not afraid to attack linemen when he
needs to, Ross has the power to shove a lineman into a hole when he doesn’t have direct access. He is an acceptable
block shedder, showing the ability to shift his body towards the hole when caught on a blocker. He has quick feet that allow for fast lateral movement both in coverage and as a run defender. He is a sure tackler, wrapping up ball carriers and
charging through with his hips. Ross is a good blitzer, especially on the interior with an intimidating rush charging at the
quarterback. This is a player who plays hard and doesn’t give up on plays, often finishing through the whistle no matter
where he is on the field.
WEAKNESSES: Ross’ skill set limits him in pass coverage. He was often taken off the field in obvious passing situations
and when he was in coverage he was rather poor. He’s not quite fast enough to keep up with running backs or receivers
in man coverage. When playing zone, Ross can get caught with his eyes in the backfield. This allows him to get caught
biting towards the line of scrimmage heavily in play action or letting a receiver slip through his zone unwavered. Ross
can occasionally take poor and passive angles when chasing runners. He occasionally allows a yard or two extra when
chasing runners from the opposite side of the field due to his conservative angles. This is likely a result of Ross’ poor speed
which not only shows up in coverage but in pursuit as well. Ross struggles to chase the fastest rushers, and as a result is
less apt at defending runs towards the outside.
SCHEME: Ross played almost entirely as an off-ball Will linebacker for Michigan throughout his career in a predominantly 4-3 defense. He occasionally took snaps on the edge with his hand in the dirt at the line of scrimmage. Ross was often
taken off the field in obvious pass situations. He gained special teams experience early in his college career on the kick
return, punt return, and field goal block units.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Ross improve his consistency in his pursuit angles? He showed great instinctual angles on interior runs but struggled when pursuing on the outside. Can Ross play anything outside of Will? His skillset might
allow him to play mike as well but played a much more limited role at Michigan.

SUMMARY: Josh Ross is a run-stuffing, consistent linebacker who can struggle with his speed in coverage. He would best play as a two down inside linebacker in a 4-3 scheme.
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Nolan Turner
SAFETY, CLEMSON

HEIGHT: 6005
DOB: 3/29/1997
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

MAN COVERAGE

5
5

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 205
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

5

LEVEL IMPACT

SECONDARY

TRAITS

ZONE COVERAGE

5

5.6

BALL SKILLS

4

RANGE

4

5

PURSUIT

5

STRENGTHS: Nolan Turner communicates well on the back end, ensuring that responsibilities are sound pre-snap. As
a man defender, he shows the hip fluidity to turn and run with tight ends and bigger slot receivers. He has quick feet to
mirror and can backpedal well to protect his leverage. When beaten, he shows smooth hips to turn and recover. In underneath zone coverage, he has the awareness to flow between routes and can react quickly to the ball in the air. He can
watch the eyes of the quarterback while keeping track of receivers in his zone with peripheral vision. When anticipating
well, he has the physicality to deliver hard blows and break up passes at the catch point. His hands allow him to come up
with uncontested interceptions or bat the ball down when in proper position. He comes down aggressively against screens
and runs, engaging blockers with physicality. When playing on the edge, he has the discipline to stay home and set the
edge and can break down well to make tackles in space. He has the motor to pursue across the field and the vision to
navigate trash well.
WEAKNESSES: In deep zone coverage, he tends to drift due to a lack of confidence in his foot speed. He can fixate
on one route too much playing on the back end and be beaten over the top. His range is lacking, which does not allow
him to play single high coverage effectively. Play recognition is not his strong suit, as he regularly bites on play action,
allowing receivers to get a step on him. Turner lacks good closing speed, which limits his ability to make plays on the ball.
He does not have high-end foot speed to recover. Against quicker players, he can tend to lunge as a tackler, leading to
shoestring tackles and misses. When facing larger backs in the hole, he can tackle high and be driven back, allowing
extra yardage after contact. He can take inefficient angles in pursuit and lacks the speed to make up for this deficiency.
SCHEME: Turner played mainly as a third safety or big nickel in Clemson’s defense. He was routinely asked to man
cover tight ends and bigger receivers in the slot or play zone coverage underneath in Cover 2. Occasionally, he played
deep third or half coverage, and had a few reps playing single high. He has the toughness and foot speed to project as a
special teams contributor.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Without the range to play deep coverage, how will NFL teams value him as a sub package big nickel defender? Can he add enough value as an underneath defender to see the field?

SUMMARY: Turner is a physical safety who wins with patience underneath who can man cover in the
slot, but he lacks the range to play on the back end. He projects as a big nickel defender who will play in
sub package situations to provide run support and cover big pass catchers in the slot.
— Robert Simpson
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Kevin Jarvis

OFFENSIVE GUARD, MICHIGAN STATE
HEIGHT: 6060
DOB: 12/22/1998
PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

4
3

PLAY STRENGTH

WEIGHT: 325
CLASS: REDSHIRT JUNIOR
TRAITS

6

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5

5.5

AGGRESSIVENESS

4

INSTINCTS

3

6

MOBILITY

5

STRENGTHS: Kevin Jarvis has a quick and strong initial punch in the chest of defenders. This pairs well with his very good
play strength. Jarvis has a strong anchor coming from his wider base and good knee bend. This allows him to stifle strong
bull rushes from interior defenders. This strength also shows up in run blocking where Jarvis has shown a proclivity for pancaking defenders. Once he’s into their chest, defenders have little hope as Jarvis overpowers them with leg drive and upper
body strength. He is able to shift defenders on gap runs with his upper body strength. Jarvis has plenty of starting experience and it shows with his instinctual understanding of defenses. Rarely will he get beat by a stunt or defensive shift, as he’s
aptly prepared for every kind of defensive trick.
WEAKNESSES: Jarvis can struggle mirroring pass rushers with his feet. When playing at tackle he struggles to slow speed
rushers, as his slower feet hold him back in that regard. He tends to turn his hips much too quickly and let defenders attack
his outside shoulder and bend the corner on him. When at guard he’s very stiff, and shiftier 3-techniques are able to swim
or rip on his outside frequently. Jarvis has a bad tendency to react slowly off of the snap. On many plays Jarvis will simply
react too slowly to get a good block on his defender and will be left trying to recover. He plays with a very slow demeanor
in general, having trouble catching up or getting to second level defenders. On down blocks he lacks the speed to attack
the hips of defenders trying to cross his face. Jarvis looks plodding on pulls and can often be detrimental to the play by
getting to the hole too slowly. He also has a balance problem. Since he is too slow to get to defenders in a timely fashion he
is typically left lunging too far over his feet and whiffing defenders.
SCHEME: Jarvis played most of his snaps at right guard at Michigan State. He played a few games at left tackle as well
due to injuries along their line. Jarvis was asked to pull, down block, and zone block consistently. He was often left on an
island in pass pro.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Jarvis’ overall strength compensate for his other deficiencies? His lack of speed and
maneuverability will limit his zone capabilities but his strength is an asset that he might be able to utilize to build a solid
career. Are Jarvis’ pass blocking failures fixable technique issues? Does he have bad habits he can’t shake, or are his habits
resulting from lack of experience or coaching points.

SUMMARY: Kevin Jarvis is a strong guard with a good punch who struggles with low-end speed
and balance. He would best fit as a guard in a gap run scheme in the NFL with tackle versatility.
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— Matt Mercier

Stewart Reese

OFFENSIVE GUARD, FLORIDA
HEIGHT: 6050
DOB: 1/15/1998

WEIGHT: 345
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR

PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5
5

PLAY STRENGTH

TRAITS

5

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5

5.5

AGGRESSIVENESS

4

MOBILITY

4

5

INSTINCTS

5

STRENGTHS: Stewart Reese’s best trait is his initial punch placement. He is consistently accurate at his first point of
contact inside the shoulder pads, giving him a chance at controlling his counterpart off the snap. If a defense is stunting at
him, he usually picks up the stunt comfortably without issue. When run-blocking, Reese’s best technique is the cut-off block.
His massive frame and natural strength helps him seal off the running lane to defenders crossing his face. When he pulls,
he can displace linebackers at the next level and open up daylight for his backs to burst through. He does have experience playing right tackle as well as right guard, so his versatility can be useful when needed.
WEAKNESSES: Reese’s biggest issue is his footwork. He does not take short, choppy steps to maintain his base consistently. Instead, his steps are wider and he will sometimes cross his feet when shuffling, causing him to lose optimal strength
and threaten his balance. He struggles to advance the LOS in zone blocking. Disciplined linemen with good hand usage
can break away from him pretty quickly because Reese struggles to maintain inside control as he tends not extend his
arms out when blocking. As a pass-blocker, he struggles to react to finesse moves and sudden stunts because his athleticism and recovery is sluggish. Against power rush moves, his recovery and anchor needs multiple steps back before he
plants his feet in the dirt and uses his leverage, which may start crumbling the pocket on the quarterback. His speed hampers him when he has to get to the perimeter to lead block on screens. There are too many times where he does not block
anyone on a given play and does not look to help his teammates around him.
SCHEME: Though Reese has experience playing tackle, his traits best fit that of a guard, which is where he’s played the
last two years at Mississippi State and Florida. He is best when zone blocking but has experience pulling as a lead blocker too.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Until Reese improves his footwork and his block sustainability, it is unknown how effective he truly can be. His technique limits his strength but his frame suggests that he is stronger than the tape shows.

SUMMARY STATEMENT: Stewart Reese is a versatile lineman who has a massive frame, but his
footwork and technique needs to drastically improve to be an effective offensive lineman that can sustain
blocks at the next level. He best fits in a zone-blocking scheme with a quick passing game.
— Zach Apt
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Justin Rice

LINEBACKER, UTAH STATE
HEIGHT: 6020
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

BLITZING

5
6

TACKLING

WEIGHT: 225
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

5

PLAY SPEED

SECONDARY

TRAITS

MOTOR

5.5

5

PURSUIT

4

PASS COVERAGE

5

4

BLOCK SHEDDING

4

STRENGTHS: As a former running back turned linebacker, Justin Rice has very natural ball skills for the linebacker
position. He is adept in zone coverage, with good route recognition skill and instincts for when to come off his spot
and drive on the ball to break up passes and make tackles. He shows adequate ability to trigger downhill after reading his keys, and once he gets to the ball carrier he shows adequate tackling ability that has improved over the last
few seasons. Though he still is prone to misfires, he shows good strike timing and leg drive when tackling. Rice has
good balance and stoutness for a slightly undersized linebacker. He is rarely found on the ground and can absorb
contact decently well from offensive linemen and tight ends. He is an asset as a blitzer, with good blitz timing, solid
downhill speed and good finishing ability. He brings good communication skills to a defense, showing the ability to
get players properly aligned and call out pass plays as they occur. Rice brings some added special teams value with
his experience on kickoff and field goal block units.
WEAKNESSES: With merely sufficient athleticism for he linebacker position, Rice has only adequate sideline-to-sideline ability and limited range. He rarely is able to make an impact outside of the box in run support. His lack of speed
also makes him a liability in man coverage against faster players, as he doesn’t have the foot speed to run stride or
stride with them. Rice does not show natural block shedding ability, allowing offensive linemen to get into his chest
and showing inconsistent hand usage to knock their paws off him. He can get hung up on blockers while trying to
navigate through traffic and will be taken out of the play at times while flowing sideline-to-sideline because of it. When
he’s not hung up in pursuit, Rice has a tendency to over-pursue or take poor angles to the ball, opening up cutback
lanes or being outrun to the corner. Rice is slow to process misdirection plays or read options, and can look like he’s
stuck in the mud at times while processing. On blitzes, he has no pass rush plan, simply charging ahead at full speed.
Rice’s motor is inconsistent at this time, as he doesn’t give full effort on every play or play through the whistle.
SCHEME: Rice typically aligned at the Mike linebacker position in a 30-technique on the strong side, and occasionally flexed out to the apex in Arkansas State’s 3-3-5. He was occasionally asked to cover running backs and tight ends
in man coverage, and he typically worked from the curl to flat in zone coverage.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Can Rice improve his ability to process more confusing run plays? Can he improve
his angles and ability to navigate through traffic in pursuit? If so, he will have a shot at becoming an NFL contributor.

SUMMARY: Justin Rice brings good zone coverage and blitz acumen to a defense, but struggles in
pursuit and man coverage. He’ll fit best as an inside linebacker in a zone-heavy stack defense with big
defensive linemen who keep him clean in the box.
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— Cyril Penn

B rian Robinson Jr.

5.5

RUNNING BACK, ALABAMA
HEIGHT: 6010
DOB: 3/22/99

WEIGHT: 228
CLASS: SENIOR

PRIMARY

INSTINCTS

POWER

5
5

CONTACT BALANCE

TRAITS

5

PASSING GAME

SECONDARY

TRAITS

EVASIVENESS

4

BALL SECURITY

5

BURST

4

6

PLAY SPEED

4

STRENGTHS: In the run game, Brian Robinson Jr. is more of a power back who loves to lower his shoulder and
embrace contact of defenders. He is bigger than the average sized running back, which helps him power through the
trenches. He does well to keep his legs churning to power through arm tackles and gain those tough extra yards. He
excels at protecting the football, as he has only lost two fumbles in his collegiate career. In the pass game, Robinson
is a reliable pass protector. He has good awareness in pass pro and is able to use his low center of gravity to anchor
himself while he absorbs incoming contact
WEAKNESSES: In the run game, Robinson’s decision making is questionable. He sees holes in the trenches, but
hesitates to hit them with explosiveness. He tends to dance around in the backfield a little too much and tries to make
something out of nothing. He lacks elite play speed and elusiveness to outrun or make defenders miss in the open
field at the second and third levels, and his jump cut is not quick enough to escape the reach of opposing defensive
linemen. In the pass game, he has rarely been used as a receiver. He has displayed a weak route tree while mostly
catching passes out of the backfield.
SCHEME: Robinson’s runs consisted of mostly outside zone, with a few misdirection plays thrown into the mix here and
there. Coming off the bench, he was used mostly as a third down back and in short yardage situations. He was used
primarily as an additional pass protector in the pass game, but occasionally slipped out of the backfield on swing
routes.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: Why does Robinson lack receptions in the pass game? Is it because he is not a
reliable receiver, or has he just not been asked to catch passes during his time with Alabama? Can Robinson improve
his decision making as a ball carrier? Can he be an asset on special teams? If Robinson is not given many offensive
snaps, he will need to be able to contribute on special teams.

SUMMARY: Brian Robinson is a between the tackles, one cut back with size and power, but lacks
elusiveness. He projects to be a one-dimensional backup, seeing a substantial amount of special
teams snaps.
— Sháona Renczkowski
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C hris Owens

OFFENSIVE GUARD, ALABAMA
HEIGHT: 6030
DOB: INFO COMING
PRIMARY

REACTIVE ATHLETICISM

PASS BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

5
4

PLAY STRENGTH

WEIGHT: 315
CLASS: REDSHIRT SENIOR
TRAITS

4

BALANCE/FLEXIBILITY

SECONDARY

TRAITS

RUN BLOCKING
TECHNIQUE

4

5.4

AGGRESSIVENESS

4

MOBILITY

6

4

INSTINCTS

6

STRENGTHS: Chris Owens’ athleticism has been on full display on his film, to go along with his pro-ready size and
length. He shows mobility and quickness to be utilized on space blocks and pulls. Owens shows quick feet and a good
first step to get around his opponent on reach blocks, and takes good paths to his target on second level blocks. Owens is
a smart player post snap. His recognition of stunts and any backside pursuit while engaged has been excellent, passing
off defenders to set himself up for the looper, or he’ll show awareness by chipping the blitzing linebacker on his backside
gap while committing to his original block. He will also look for work when he is uncovered.
WEAKNESSES: Owens struggles controlling his man at the point of attack. He’s frequently beaten by defenders with
quick hands and length. Owens shows minimal attempt to reset his hands, as they regularly strike outside the defender’s
frame. He barely held his own against similar competition in the run game in terms of play strength. He’ll give up some
ground or at the most stalemate defensive linemen on reach blocks and down blocks. On pass plays, he doesn’t show
much knee bend and doesn’t keep his back straight. His anchor isn’t there yet to neutralize bullrushes. In the run game,
he’ll frequently lead with his pads and his head down, sometimes whiffing on his target. His punches don’t garner any
force. He hasn’t shown the tenacity to finish his blocks.
SCHEME: Despite 6 career starts, Owens has shown versatility in the 36 games played taking snaps at center, guard
and offensive tackle in a reserve role. Alabama’s running game was a combination of zone and gap schemes, with pulls
from their interior linemen. In the passing game, 4/5 of the OL were sliding leaving hardly any 1-1 matchups.
WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN: With the heavy use of slide protection for Alabama, it wasn’t easy to get a grasp at
Owens’ reactive athleticism as he didn’t see any solo pass rush reps. His quick feet should give him the benefit to help him
out on some occasions if he were to be isolated on some reps. His anchor improved compared to 2019, but he’ll need
to continue to improve at it along with strengthening his lower body and core to help turn, seal, and stalemate against
defenders.

SUMMARY: Chris Owens is an athletic guard who can play center if needed. He isn’t scheme dependent in the run game but will need help in pass protection until he can show that his anchor, overall play
strength, and use of hands have shown improvement to make the 53 man roster.
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— Derek Benson
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